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Customize the Lock Screen
Apple has had a radical departure in iOS 16 from its traditional stance on controlling the entire iOS environment.  Now you can 
do SOME customizing of your lock screen.  You are given 3 areas that you are able change on the iPhone face. This is still 
somewhat limited, but there will probably be more options as time goes by. This is compatible with every iPhone released in 2017 
and later: the iPhone 8, X, XS, 11, 12, 13 and 14 models and iPhone SE (both second and third generation).

STEP 1

Then select one of the new 
background styles: Photos, 
Weather, Astronomy, or Emoji. 
You can set a single photo or 
intelligent photo picking. It will 
find the best shots in your 
library. If you tag people in 
Photos, it’ll show more pictures 
of your close friends and family.

To start, tap and hold on the Lock 
Screen, scroll to the right and 
tap Add New.

Photos for Lock Screen section from Cultofmac.com
https://www.cultofmac.com/783480/customize-lock-screen/



Customize the Lock Screen
Apple has had a radical departure in iOS 16 from its traditional stance on controlling the entire iOS environment.  Now you can 
do SOME customizing of your lock screen.  You are given 3 areas that you are able change on the iPhone face. This is still 
somewhat limited, but there will probably be more options as time goes by. This is compatible with every iPhone released in 2017 
and later: the iPhone 8, X, XS, 11, 12, 13 and 14 models and iPhone SE (both second and third generation).

STEP 1

If you want photos, then 
Tap Photos on the top to 
pick a photo from your 
library. You also can 
tap Photo Shuffle. It will 
automatically pick photos 
from each category and 
rotate through them. Tap 
on a category to exclude it.

If you choose shuffle, 
Tap People to see photos of 
people your phone has picked for 
you. You also can switch to 
see Pets, Nature and Cities, or 
just tap All to see everything. 
Tap Shuffle Frequency to set 
when you want the background 
to change — every time you tap 
the screen, every time you open 
your phone, every hour or every 
day. Tap Use Featured 
Photos to add it or tap Select 
Photos Manually to pick a few 
out of your library. Be aware that 
photo shuffle can use more 
battery.



Customize the Lock Screen
STEP 1

How to add astronomy animations to your Lock Screen

If you prefer, you can use the astronomy 
wallpaper and you have five settings to choose 
from. Earth shows the whole globe, Earth 
Detail zooms a little closer into your 
geographic area, Moon shows the whole 
moon, Moon Detail zooms in on a similar part 
of the moon, and Solar System shows the 
relative position of all eight planets.

When you pick Earth or Moon, there’s a cool 
animation as you swipe up to unlock your 
phone as the globe will zoom in to fill the 
bottom of the screen. It looks less dramatic if 
you pick Earth or Moon Detail.



Customize the Lock Screen
STEP 1

Use emojis as your background

Tap Emoji to create your own or 
pick one of the templates below to 
start. Tap the Emoji button in the 
bottom-left to pick up to six emoji.

You have five options for filling the 
screen with size and pattern: Small, 
Medium and Large Grid, Rings and Spiral.

Tap the menu button in the bottom 
right and tap Background to pick a 
background color.



Customize the Lock Screen
STEP 1

Set your background as a wallpaper or just a plain color

Tap the menu button in the bottom-right and tap Background to pick a background color.  
You can use featured backgrounds, classic backgrounds, or pick your own color.



Customize the Lock Screen
STEP 2

How to change the Lock Screen’s fonts, widgets, and colors

Tap and hold on the Lock Screen to enter customize mode.  
Then tap Customize at the bottom

Next tap on one of the three customizable fields that you 
want to work on.  I would start by tapping on the time field 
to change the font and text color to the style you want.  
You might have to play with the color a few times to get it 
right, as you have to figure out what works with your 
background. 



Customize the Lock Screen

Tap on the text above the clock to pick a widget. Any widget you pick 
will appear as a single line of text next to the date. If you don’t want a 
widget here, pick the first Calendar widget and the date will fill the 
whole spot.

STEP 2
How to change the Lock Screen’s fonts, widgets, and colors

Tap the widgets below the clock to pick up to 3 widgets.  It should 
come with default widgets in this spot.  Just Tap the minus on the 
widget to get rid of it.  Then pick widget from the options below.  Your 
phone will give you the preset widgets plus ones that are offered by 
third-party apps.  You are given different size options for widgets.  If 
you pick wider widgets, you may be limited to 2 instead of 3 widgets 
in this space.

Some widgets have additional settings if you tap on them: Reminders 
lets you pick a list, Clock lets you pick a city, Batteries lets you pick a 
device, Stocks lets you pick a symbol, etc.

While some third-party apps have widgets there aren’t many right 
now, but more will be adding them in the future. 



Customize the Lock Screen
STEP 2

Setting Focus Mode for a specific lock screen

If you already have a Focus you use, you can link it to a specific Lock 
Screen. You can create different focus modes for different lock 
screens.  If you want you can have a work lock screen and a home lock 
screen, etc. 

To create a Focus, tap and hold on the Lock Screen, scroll left and 
right to pick one of your custom Lock Screens, and tap Focus.

Pick a Focus you want to link to that Lock Screen. When you pick one 
of Apple’s built-in Focus templates (like Work or Personal) and you 
haven’t set it up yet, you’ll get a banner asking you to customize the 
settings.



Battery Percentage Number on the iPhone Home Screen
It’s very useful to be able to see your phone’s battery percentage number right in the status bar, but in 2017 Apple took that 
away. Now in iOS 16 you can have it back.  Here’s how to do it:  

Go to Settings > Battery Turn on Battery Percentage



Eliminating Picture Duplicates
iOS 16 has a great feature that automatically detects duplicate phots and videos that will help you declutter your photo library.  
This feature is on, so you don’t have to enable it.  

1. Open 
Photos and go 

to Albums,
Then scroll 

down and you 
will see 

Duplicates

2. Photos will 
show you each 
duplicate that 
it detects and 

give you the 
chance to 

”merge” these 
into one 

photo, which 
will save space 

and eliminate 
the extra 

photos

3. Choose 
“merge” next 

to each pair of 
pictures and 

Photos will 
keep the 

highest 
quality photo 
and get rid of 

the other 
photo. You 

might want to 
double check 

your photos 
for differences 

first.  



Photos Password Protects Hidden & Deleted Photos
In iOS 16 the Photos app will finally protect your Hidden Photos album and your Recently Deleted photos album.  In previous 
versions of iOS, when you hid a photo, it was simply removed from the main camera roll and put into a separate location, but they 
weren’t password protected.  A bunch of third-party apps sprung up to protect photos, but now this is a part of the Photos app. 

Open Photos and go to 
Albums, Then scroll 

down and you will see 
Hidden and Recently 

Deleted.  These will be 
protected by default, 

and you can open them 
with Face or Touch ID

If you want, you 
can turn this 

feature off.  Go to 
Settings > Photos 
and scroll down to 

Use Face ID.  You 
can also turn off 

Show Hidden 
Album.



Haptic Touch Keyboard
If you like to “feel” the keyboard when you type, you can turn on haptic keyboard feedback.  You will feel a ”click” each time you 
type on the keyboard. You need to have an iPhone 8 or newer for this feature to work. The downside to using this is that it can 
drain your battery faster. 
Go to Settings > Sounds & Haptics Keyboard Feedback-Press “Haptic” Change Haptic to the on position



Find and View Your Wi-Fi Password
Can’t remember what exactly your Wi-fi password is for a network?  No problem.  Just follow these steps! 

Go to Settings > Wi-Fi Wi-Fi > Tap the next to the network Click on Password

When prompted, 
use Face ID or your 

passcode to 
authenticate.

Once 
authenticated, the 

Wi-Fi network’s 
password will be 
viewable in plain 

text. A pop-up box 
will appear above 

the password 
allowing you to 

quickly copy the 
password.



How to Add Emojis to Text with Dictation on iPhone
This is only available on iPhones with the A12 chip and later. This includes iPhones XS, XR, and later models.

1. Open any app that allows you to write text, such as Messages.

2. Create a new 
message and then 

press on the 
dictation icon

3. After you press 
the dictation 

button, then say
the emoji you want.

For instance, “cat
emoji” or “smiley 
face emoji.” They 

will then appear.  To 
stop dictating, 

press the dictation 
button again or 

leave the app.



Live Captions in iOS 16
Live Captions, in iOS 16, generate subtitles of any audio playing in any app on your iPhone. This feature is compatible with every 

iPhone released in 2017 and later, available on the iPhone 11, 12, 13 and 14 models and iPhone SE (2nd & 3rd generation).

Go to Settings > Accessibility Accessibility > Live Captions

To turn on Live 
Captions across 

your entire 
device, toggle the 
top button to the 

"On" position. 
For calling apps, 

such as FaceTime, 
you can manually 
select which app 

allows Live 
Captions. Note 

that turning 
these on will alert 

the people you 
are speaking with 
that their audio is 
being transcribed 

to text.

Appearance



Live Captions in iOS 16
Live Captions, in iOS 16, generate subtitles of any audio playing in any app on your iPhone. This feature is compatible with every 

iPhone released in 2017 and later, available on the iPhone 11, 12, 13 and 14 models and iPhone SE (2nd & 3rd generation).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3D77Yoi-UsI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3D77Yoi-UsI


Remove the Background From Images
iPhones that support the photo background removal feature:  iPhone X and XR & iPhone SE 2nd-generation and 3rd-generation 
and later.  Here’s how to do this: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLfbpBuso0Q Step by step instructions: https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/ios-16-how-to-use-background-remover-copy-paste-image/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLfbpBuso0Q
https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/ios-16-how-to-use-background-remover-copy-paste-image/


Avoid CAPTCHAs During Browsing
In iOS 16 you can set your system to automatically bypass CAPTCHAs in Safari, as well as 
other browsers and third-party apps. When you enable this feature, it will verify the user’s 
Apple ID and device to check if they are real and sends a Private Access Token to the app or 
website. You now don’t have to complete puzzles or select images, as it’s done 
automatically.  No more proving you’re a real human! 



Keep Track of Medications in Apple Health
The Apple Health app now allows you to keep track your medications. This does not work for supplements, only medications. 

Start the Health app and then tap Browse at the bottom of the screen.

1. In the Health Categories section, tap
Medications. Then tap Add a Medication.

2. On the Add Medication page, search for your medication by name 
or tap the Camera icon and scan the label of your medication.



Keep Track of Medications in Apple Health
The Apple Health app now allows you to keep track your medications. This does not work for supplements, only medications. 

Start the Health app and then tap Browse at the bottom of the screen.

3. Set the frequency and time of day for your medication. 4. On the Choose the Shape page, you can pick the shape of the pill 
or container and then the color on the Choose Colors page.



Keep Track of Medications in Apple Health
The Apple Health app now allows you to keep track your medications. This does not work for supplements, only medications. 

Start the Health app and then tap Browse at the bottom of the screen.

5. On the medication summary page, enter any additional details like the display name you want to use or notes about the 
medicine. Tap Next (or Skip).  On the Medical Interactions page, you can indicate if the Health app should warn you about any 
possible interactions with substances like alcohol, cannabis or tobacco. Turn any of these on by swiping the buttons to the 
right, then tap Done.



How to Add Multiple Stops to an Apple Maps Route
You can now add multiple stops in an Apple Maps route so you can program everything at once and don’t have to program in a 

new destination every time you get to a destination. 

1. Use the Search bar to
enter a destination. 

2. To add a stop press and enter a
new destination in the search bar.



How to Add Multiple Stops to an Apple Maps Route
You can now add multiple stops in an Apple Maps route so you can program everything at once and don’t have to program in a 

new destination every time you get to a destination. 

3. You will see that Maps has now created 
a route with both destinations.

4. You can change the order of the destinations
by pressing on a destination and dragging it. 
Maps will now recalculate the route. 



Using Live Text in iOS 16
Live text has been expanded in iOS 16 to include grabbing text in videos. Here are all the things you can do.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHHo7kXxQKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHHo7kXxQKE


Locking Notes
You can now lock specific notes behind Face ID or Touch ID. You must be using iOS 16 or later for this feature to work. In the 

past you could lock notes a custom password for the note, but people easily forgot their custom passwords or created different 
ones for different notes, and it became confusing.  This has all been simplified in iOS 16.  In order to access locked notes on 

other devices through iCloud you have to be running iPadOS 16, which hasn’t been released yet, or MacOS 13.   

1. On your iPhone or iPad (iPadOS 16), open the Notes app

2. Now, go to the note that you want to lock.

3. Tap on the triple dot icon in the upper-right corner of the screen.

4. Next, select Lock in the menu.

https://geekchamp.com/how-to-lock-notes-with-passcode-face-id-iphone-ios-16/

https://geekchamp.com/how-to-lock-notes-with-passcode-face-id-iphone-ios-16/


Locking Notes
You can now lock specific notes behind Face ID or Touch ID. You must be using iOS 16 or later for this feature to work. In the 

past you could lock notes a custom password for the note, but people easily forgot their custom passwords or created different 
ones for different notes, and it became confusing.  This has all been simplified in iOS 16.  In order to access locked notes on 

other devices through iCloud you have to be running iPadOS 16, which hasn’t been released yet, or MacOS 13.   

5. On the next screen, read through the benefits of switching to the 
device passcode for locked notes. Tap on Use iPhone/iPad Passcode 
to proceed.

6. Next up, you will need to authenticate using Face ID/Touch ID.

7. When the authentication is done, you will get a popup message 
saying something like, “Updated to Device Passcode. Use your device 
passcode to manage your locked notes.” Tap on OK in the popup to 
finish.

https://geekchamp.com/how-to-lock-notes-with-passcode-face-id-iphone-ios-16/

https://geekchamp.com/how-to-lock-notes-with-passcode-face-id-iphone-ios-16/


Locking Notes
You can now lock specific notes behind Face ID or Touch ID. You must be using iOS 16 or later for this feature to work. In the 

past you could lock notes a custom password for the note, but people easily forgot their custom passwords or created different 
ones for different notes, and it became confusing.  This has all been simplified in iOS 16.  In order to access locked notes on 

other devices through iCloud you have to be running iPadOS 16, which hasn’t been released yet, or MacOS 13.   

Unlock Notes with Face ID or Touch ID on iPhone or iPad

Open the Notes app on your device and go to your locked note and tap on it. Then 
tap on View Note and authenticate using your Face ID or Touch ID.

https://geekchamp.com/how-to-lock-notes-with-passcode-face-id-iphone-ios-16/

https://geekchamp.com/how-to-lock-notes-with-passcode-face-id-iphone-ios-16/


Unsend or Edit Text Messages
You can now unsend iMessages after you’ve sent them.  You only have two minutes to unsend an iMessage and 15 minutes to 
edit an iMessage. This won’t work with SMS text messages-the green bubbles with type.  And it only works if the other person 
you’re texting also has iOS 16 installed.

Unsend

5. Undo Send works up to two minutes 
after sending.

6. When you try to unsend iMessages that 
were sent to someone running iOS 15 or 
earlier software, they may still be able to 
see them.

7. If the person you are texting has iOS 16, 
a message will appear saying you unsent 
a text message. The person you’re 
texting won’t know what that message 
was, as long as they didn’t see a preview 
of that text when the original iMessage 
was sent.

1. Open iMessage.
2. Press and hold the message you want to unsend.
3. A Quick Actions menu will appear.
4. Tap Undo Send.

Photo from:  https://appleinsider.com/inside/ios-16/tips/how-to-unsend-and-edit-imessages-in-ios-16

https://appleinsider.com/inside/ios-16/tips/how-to-unsend-and-edit-imessages-in-ios-16


Unsend or Edit Text Messages
You can now unsend iMessages after you’ve sent them.  You only have two minutes to unsend an iMessage and 15 minutes to 
edit an iMessage. This won’t work with SMS text messages-the green bubbles with type.  And it only works if the other person 
you’re texting also has iOS 16 installed.

Edit

1. Open iMessage.
2. Press and hold the message you want to edit.
3. A Quick Actions menu will appear.
4. Tap Edit.
5. Choose Edit to change the message.
6. Once you’re done editing, hit the blue check mark.
7. You can edit a single message up to five times.
8. You’ll have 15 minutes from the time you sent it 

to change your message.

Photo from:  https://appleinsider.com/inside/ios-16/tips/how-to-unsend-and-edit-imessages-in-ios-16

https://appleinsider.com/inside/ios-16/tips/how-to-unsend-and-edit-imessages-in-ios-16


How to Schedule and Unsend Email
Schedule

1. Go to the new email icon in the bottom right-hand 
corner of your screen.

2. Enter your email recipient and fill in the subject line, 
along with composing the message you wish to send.

3. Hold onto the send message icon; a menu will appear 
soon after.

4. Choose your preferred sending method. If you pick Send 
Later at the bottom, you can choose exactly when you 
want the message to go out. Hit Done when you’re 
finished.

When scheduling emails on iOS 16, note that your device 
will need to have an internet connection at the time you set.

https://appletoolbox.com/how-to-schedule-emails-in-ios-16/

https://appletoolbox.com/how-to-schedule-emails-in-ios-16/


How to Schedule and Unsend Email
Unsend

1. If you've just sent an email, tap the Undo Send option 
displayed in blue text at the bottom of your inbox. (If you 
don't see the option, your 10-second time window for 
unsending the email has elapsed.

2. You should be taken back to the email compose interface, 
where you can correct any errors in the original email.

3. Tap the blue arrow when you're done to send the email.

https://www.macrumors.com/how-to/unsend-emails-ios/

https://www.macrumors.com/how-to/unsend-emails-ios/


iPhone User Guide
If you want to know more about how to use your iPhone or iOS 16, there is a free user guide in Apple Books you can download. 



Apple Watch Loud Noise Warning


